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In

[3, pp. 13-14],

Hadamard

proved

that

if a square

matrix

(aij)l£i,j£n

satisfies

the inequalities
an 7* 0,

o-iI akkI = E I aa I. ° = "i < !

(t = 1, 2, • • • , re),

then the determinant
of the matrix is different from 0. Upper and
lower bounds have been given for the determinant
of the matrix; see
[4; 5; 6; 7].1 In this article, improvements
are given to the bounds of
[5; 6]. It is remarkable that the bound of [5] could be improved by
using nothing more complicated than ratios already introduced in
that article: the bound for |det A\ — \au • • ■a„n\ given there was
asymptotically
of the correct order in the /,■and r,. It is possible to
improve the bounds of [la] by the methods here given.
Certain generalizations
of the present results appear in [lb]. Generalizations of some lemmas in [5] will appear elsewhere.
The following lemma is needed.

Lemma. Let A = (a»y)isi,jgn be a matrix such that the relations (1)
hold. Let btj be defined as a.y —anay/an.
Then (bi)2^i,j^n has dominant
main diagonal, and indeed the relations

«iIbuI ^ E

I bnI,

bu * 0
hold for i = 2, 3, ■ • ■, n.
This lemma states that the constant 0-/ defined by the relation
o~i I bu\ = Ej>i;jv» I bij\ is no greater than the corresponding
constant

<r,-.The fact that det (6W)is not 0 is established in [2].
Proof.

The asserted

inequalities

follow from the hypotheses

as

follows.
Presented to the Society, May 1, 1954; received by the editors December 28, 1953.
1 References la, lb, 6, 7 and 2 added subsequently. The author wishes to thank
the referee for calling his attention to the last.
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o-i| bu I S: <nI an I — di | anau/an |

= Zw I «ij I + I flti/ffuI ( | ffn| —<r,-1
Ci,-1
)
j>l;jVi

^ H

I OfiI + I an/an \(

X)

| ai; | + | an | (1 —<r»)
)

Si X

I *fi| • Similarly,| b{i\ > 2~1 Ihi \■

i>V,i?ti

Theorem

j>v,j*i

1. Let 4 =(at;-)ig,-,y<„ be a square matrix satisfying

(1).

PAew a bound for det 4 is

| det 4 | St | an | J! (I «« | - /<+ Li),
i>l

wAere U is 2~li<t Vi\aa\ ; Li is |a,-i/au| 2~li>i \aa\automatically positive, and Li is non-negative.

Thus \aa\ —h is

In both [5] and [6], a similar bound appears with L, replaced by
zero. Leaving this aside, the factor a« —U is still an improvement
over the corresponding
factor in [6], where /,■is replaced by the sum
2~li<i I aa\, an<i 1Salso an improvement over the corresponding factor
in [5], where U is replaced by <r<?.nrt |atJ|, o~tbeing the greatest of
the o-j with j not equal to i. Even in this form, the statement can be
improved to read that <rt is the greatest of the <Xjwith j less than i.
This theorem is a special case of
Theorem

2. Let A = (fly)is<,/s>i be a matrix such that relations

(1)

hold. A bound for | det A \ is given by the relation

(2) | det4 | ^ II (I ««\~rt+

Rj)■\ o»\ Hi\ ati | - lj + L,),

j<k

j>k

where r,, lj, Rj, Lj are defined by the relations

>"i= zl °~t\Ojt|,

Lj = I ajk/akkI( 2-1I aktI + z2 I aktI],

i>j

\

Rj —I ajk/ttkkI 2-i I aktI,

l>i

t<k

/

h — 2-i °~tI a»»I,

t<i

k^t<j

so that Rj and Lj are non-negative.
To prove Theorem 2, first reduce to 0 the nondiagonal
elements
of the &th row of A by adding an appropriate
multiple of the &th
column to the other columns. In the resulting matrix, call B the submatrix obtained by leaving out the &th row and the &th column.

The ii, j) element 0,7 of B is a,y —atya.jfe/W («V&, j^k).
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that det B satisfies the relation

IdetB| ^ II (I bu| - rl + R<)■| Jw,w I

(3)

'<k

■ II (\bH\-l/
where Rj , LJ are non-negative,

+L<),

and rj, !■ are defined by the relations

t\ = E ^l^l,

h' = E o-(|*j(|-

f>i;t9tk

k<i<j

The theorem follows from a set of three estimates, which are established below by applying Lemma 1. The first estimate is that provided

by the relations

I bk+i,k+i| ^ j ajm-i.jfe+i
| — | ak+i,kI ( <fkI akk| — 2-i
\

I a*<I)

trtk.k+l

/

= | Qk+i.k+iI — <rkI ajfe+i.i| + I ak+i,k/akk|

2_t I a*»I •
tjik.k+l

The second estimate

concerns

the factor

\ba\ —lj, when j exceeds

k + 1:

I bjj I — // ^ I an | —| aik/akk\lo-k\ akk\ — E

| akt\ I

- E "■<
I&»•<
I
^ I «;•)| - E "■«
I a»'(I + | alk/akk| E I ff*<
I
— | Ujk/akkI 2l< ^ I akt I

= I aa | — E *«I ait| + | aik/akk
| f E + E ) I °kt| •
*S«j

Last, it is necessary

to estimate

\ t>j

the factor

t<k/

| bjj\ —rj ii j is less than k:

I bjj | — rj ^ | a,-,-| — <r*| a,)t [ + | Ujk/akk\ E
tej.k

I a*<| — E
j<t;t^k

= I ajj\ — E "H aJ«|

+ I ajk/akk
I( E I aJt<
I — E ""«|«*«I )
= I ajj | — E ff«I a)'<I + | aik/akk| E I akt\■
i<t
t<j
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It will be observed
terms which if retained

that the above inequalities
neglect certain
would lead to an inequality slightly stronger

than that of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Upper bounds for | det A | are the expressions obtained
by mechanically reversing the four signs —, +, —, +, which appear on
the right side 0/ (2).
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